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HA Report: Rouse May Have Violated Ethics Law 
 
 
HATTIESBURG – A 12-Aug-2012 report by The Hattiesburg American’s Ed Kemp indicates that 
Mississippi IHL Board member Doug Rouse may have violated ethics law by maintaining an 
economic interest in USM, a state institution of higher learning, even after taking a post on the 
IHL, the governing body of public institutions of higher learning in Mississippi.  Kemp’s report, 
which follows on the heels of one here at USMNEWS.net, states that a Mississippi Ethics 
Commission advisory opinion issued in July-2012 warned Rouse of possible ethics law 
violations regarding his medical services firm’s economic relationship with USM.  In response, 
Rouse informed Kemp that, unless the Ethics Commission reverses its opinion, Rouse said he 
will resign his position on the IHL Board.  According to Rouse (from his interview with Kemp), 
“[i]f there is indeed a conflict of interest, or if there is any hint of impropriety, I will be happy to 
get off the [IHL] board.  I don't need that job.  It’s a public service.”  Sources tell USMNEWS.net 
that the tone of Rouse’s response to Kemp above is an indication that economic concerns, not 
community service concerns, are the only significant motivators in Rouse’s decision-making 
process.  As such, a conclusion as to whether Rouse maintained his prior economic interest in 
USM after being named to the IHL Board in 2008 seems to have been hinted at by Rouse himself 
(in the comment above). 
 
Kemp’s report also touches on the recent turmoil in the USM athletics department that includes 
the end of the Richard Giannini reign as athletics director, the beginning of the new term of Jeff 
Hammond, the current USM AD, the resignation of USM president Martha Saunders, and the 
revelation that the USMAD is currently dealing with a more than $1 million operating deficit.  
Unlike other IHL Board members, Rouse appears to have been at the center of these issues, 
telling Kemp “I've spent more time dealing with what’s going on the last two to three months at 
USM than anything else in my life - more than work, more than family.”  Kemp also reports 
that Rouse returned $45,000 to USM in May-2012, revenues his company received for medical 
services since his 2008 appointment to the IHL.  This admitted figure comes to the better part of 
$1,000 per month, far exceeding the $1,000 per year reporting figure on the MEC’s economic 
interest disclosure form on which Rouse indicated receipt of $0 for calendar year 2011, thus 
appearing to now put him at risk of a fine of $10,000 for this and perhaps other forms 
completed in a similar manner.  Rouse denies this appearance, as Kemp reports: 
 
Rouse said he is hopeful that the opinion will be overturned. He explained that SBJ sent $45,000 to Southern Miss in 
May when he was notified by university attorney Rick Lambert that a complaint against him had been filed with the 
Ethics Commission. 
 
He denied that the payment could be interpreted as an admission of impropriety. 
 
“It’s not an admission of anything,” he said. “When we started looking into Ethics Commission laws, our attorneys 
said that the only thing they thought that might be a question of a violation would be if the university paid my 
partners at Southern Bone & Joint - not me, my partners.” 
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Rouse said that documents obtained from the university showed that Southern Miss had paid SBJ/Southern Surgery 
Center approximately $45,000 in scholarship athlete orthopedic care since 2008. 
 
Sources also tell USMNEWS.net that a portion of Kemp’s report indicates that Rouse seems to 
be playing a semantics game in defense of his actions in attempting to separate his personal 
economic interests with those of his partners and his jointly-owned firm.  In addition to the part 
of Kemp’s report inserted above, that portion is: 
 
Rouse vehemently denies receiving any money from Southern Miss during his tenure on the College Board, but some 
payments for that treatment have funneled from the university to his business. 
 
The Southern Miss athletics budget provides secondary medical insurance coverage to all student athletes, meaning 
that it picks up the tab for medical services from [his co-owned] SBJ/Southern Surgery Center after the students’ 
primary insurer has been billed. 
 
Rouse, however, said he was never warned during his state Senate confirmation in 2008 of possible ethics violations 
regarding his business's relationship with Southern Miss. 
 
“I thought those issues had been settled,” Rouse said. 
 
In order to be distanced from charges of impropriety, Rouse states that he stopped performing any surgeries 
personally on Southern Miss athletes as soon as he became a trustee. 
 
Another part of Rouse’s defense gets him into other issues hounding USM at present.  That part 
is also told by Kemp: 
 
Furthermore, Rouse says that the school and SBJ/Southern Surgery Center also ended their exclusive relationship 
together. 
 
And, even during their nine-year agreement from 1999-2008, Rouse said that athletes were never forced to see SBJ 
physicians. 
 
“Those athletes are able to see any physician they want to. I don't see how that can be an ethical issue with my 
serving on the IHL board,” Rouse said. 
 
The lack of an official contract between SB&J and Southern Miss came under scrutiny this summer, particularly in 
light of claims by Hattiesburg Clinic officials that they were never given an opportunity to bid on a medical contract 
with Southern Miss athletics. Reports also surfaced that Saunders was adamant about putting all Southern Miss 
contracts up for bid. 
 
Still, issues remain even about the size of the receipts by SBJ from USM.  THA’s request, via 
Mississippi Open Records laws, from USM for data reveals that SBJ has billed USM athletes a 
total of $620,000 since Rouse’s appointment in 2008, and that $90,000 of this total was paid to 
SBJ by USM.  This figure is twice that paid back to USM by Rouse.  Rouse also mentioned to 
Kemp that he (Rouse) could not explain the discrepancy. 
 
This appears to be a story that has staying power, at least for a time.  Stay tuned to 
USMNEWS.net for more developments. 
 
  
   


